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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider m urns labelled 1 thorugh m and nm balls labelled 1 through
nm. Put the balls labelled 1 through n in the first urn the balls labelled
n q 1 through 2n in the second urn, and so on. Then at each time choose
at random two balls that belong to different urns and switch them. This
w xmodel for m s 2 was introduced by Bernoulli and Laplace 9 . Diaconis
w xand Shahshahani 8 studied this case using the spherical Fourier trans-
 .form of the Gelfand pair S , S = S , where S is the symmetric group.2 n n n n
They gave an upper bound and a lower bound for the variation distance of
the distribution probability after k steps from the stationary distribution
1showing that for such a model k s n log n switches are necessary and4
sufficient to reach stationarity, i.e., to mix the urns. More precisely, their
1bounds show that for fewer than n log n switches such variation distance4
1is near its maximum 1; after n log n switches it tends to zero exponen-4
tially fast. This is an example of the so-called cutoff phenomenon see also
w x. 3, pp. 23]24 . They also studied the case n s 1 with a slightly different
.measure in order to avoid parity problems using the character theory of
1the symmetric group; they showed that m log m random transpositions2
w x w xgenerate a random permutation 7 . In 3, p. 59 , Diaconis posed the
problem of computing the time to reach stationarity in the case m s 3. In
the present paper this problem is solved for every n, m G 2 showing that
1 for such values of n and m the model reaches stationarity after n m y4
.  2 .1 log nm switches. We give lower and upper bounds that show a cutoff
w x w xphenomenon as in 7 and 8 . We give an upper bound for m fixed and
another for n fixed. The methods employed are similar to those developed
w x w xby Diaconis and Shahshahani 7, 8 , but there is something new. In 7 the
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measure that describes the process is in the centre of the group algebra of
w xthe symmetric group and in 8 the measure belongs to the commutative
 .algebra of bi-K-invariant functions of the Gelfand pair S , S = S . In2 n n n
the present paper the measure that describes the process belongs to the
centre of a noncommutative algebra of bi-invariant functions.
Another important generalization of the Bernoulli]Laplace diffusion
w xmodel is in Greenhalgh's thesis 11 . He studied a model made up of n
balls labelled 1, 2, . . . , n, n y k balls in a rack in order 1, 2, . . . , n y k, and
the others in a bag. At each time one ball is picked from the bag and one
from the rack and they are switched. Greenhalgh showed that n log n
steps mix things up. His measure belongs to the algebra of functions on Sn
that are conjugacy invariant under S = S and bi-invariant under S .nyk k k
Such algebra is commutative and this leads to a suitable spherical Fourier
transform that diagonalizes the measure.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we compute the Fourier
transform of the measure that describes the process, using a trick that we
w xlearned in 11 . In Section 3 we give two ``upper bounds for the rate of
w x w xconvergence to the stationary distribution, along the lines of 7 , 8 , and
w xespecially 3, pp. 36]43 . In Section 4 we compute some spherical charac-
ters and spherical matrix coefficients for the symmetric group, which are
w xused in Section 5 to give a lower bound along the lines of 8 .
w xIn 3 there is a good exposition of the theory of Fourier transform on
finite groups with applications to probability problems, including the
w x w x w x w x w xresults obtained in 7 and 8 . Another nice survey is in 4 . In 10 , 12 ,
w xand 14 one can find more complete expositions of the representation
theory of the symmetric group. Unexplained terminology is as in these
books.
2. A FOURIER TRANSFORM
In this section we compute the Fourier transform of the measure that
w xdescribes the process. We use a simple trick taken from 11 , where it is
applied to a different measure. More generally, consider a model with m
urns: the first urn contains a balls labelled 1 through a , the second urn1 1
contains a balls labelled a q 1 through a q a , and so on. Let N s2 1 1 2
a q ??? qa . In such a model at each time two balls that belong to1 m
different urns are chosen at random and switched. The probability of
choosing one ball in urn i and the other in urn j is exactly a a r a a .i j h- k h k
Think of the symmetric group S as the group of all permutations of theN
balls in the urns. Let S be the symmetric group of all permutations of theai
balls labelled a q ??? qa q 1 through a q ??? qa , for i s 1, . . . , m,1 iy1 1 i
that is, S is the group of permutations of the balls initially in the ith urn.ai
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Then K s S = ??? = S is the stabilizer of the initial configuration ofa a1 m
the process. Every configuration of the model is given by a sequence
 .  4A , . . . , A of subsets of 1, . . . , N such that for i s 1, . . . , m the1 m
 .cardinality of A that represent the content of the urn i is a and, fori i
  4.i / j, A l A s B so A j ??? j A s 1, . . . , N . The space of alli j 1 m
configurations may be identified with the homogeneous space S rK of leftN
cosets mod K. Let T be the set of all transpositions in S , T s T l KN 1
and T s T _ T . So if t g T , then t switches two balls that are in the2 1 1
same urn at the beginning of the process; if t g T , the balls switched by t2
are in different urns at the beginning. Observe that there is only one way
to write an element of T K as a product tk with t g T and k g K. So we2 2
 .  < < < <.can define a probability measure m on S by m g s 1r T K ifN 2
 4  . y1g g tk: t g T , k g K and m g s 0 otherwise. Because kT k s T2 2 2
for k g K, m is bi-K-invariant. Moreover, the process may be seen as the
random walk on S rK induced by m, i.e., if x g S rK and x s gK withN N
 .g g S , the probability P x that the model is in the configuration x afterN k
k . kk steps is exactly m* gK , where m* denotes the convolution m* ??? *m k
 w x.times compare with 3, pp. 51]54 .
 .Now let r, V be an irreducible representation of S and let h be theN
dimension of the space of K-invariant vectors in V. Choose an orthonor-
mal basis in V such that the first h vectors are K-invariant and so form a
.basis for the space of K-invariant vectors in V . Then in such a basis the
I 0 < <.  .  .operator P s 1r K  r k is represented by the matrix , wherer k g K 0 0
I is the h = h identity matrix. Let x and d , respectively, denote ther r
character and the dimension of r. Whereas T is a conjugacy class in SN
 .and x is a class function, we may define r r as the value of x rd at anyr r r
 < <.  .  .t g T. Then it is not hard to prove that 1r T  r t s r r I9, wheret g T
 w x w xI9 is the d = d identity matrix see 3, p. 36 or 7 . See also the nicer r
w x.exposition in 4, pp. 43]48 . Using these facts, we can easily compute the
Fourier transform of m at the representation r :
1
m r s r tk .  .Ã  < < < <T K2 tgT kgK2
1
s r tk y r tk .  .   < < < <T K2 tgT kgK tgT kgK1
1
< <s r t P y T P . r 1 r< <T2 tgT
1
< < < <s T r r y T P . . 1 r< <T2
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This shows that m is in the centre of the algebra of the bi-K-invariant
 . w x w x.functions on S . The value of r r is well known 3, p. 40 or 10, p. 52 :N
 .if l s l , . . . , l is the partition of N canonically associated to r, then1 h
h1
2r r s l y 2 j y 1 l . .  . j jN N y 1 . js1
< <   .. < < m   .. < <Moreover, T s N N y 1 r2, T s  a a y 1 r2, and T s1 is1 i i 2
 a a . Thus for the Fourier transform of m we obtain the expres-1F iF jF m i j
sion
2 hN y  l l y 2 j y 1 .js1 j j
m r s 1 y P 2.1 .  .Ã r2 m 2 5N y  ais1 i
for every irreducible representation r of S . In what follows, the quantityN
 .  .in curly brackets in 2.1 will be denoted by q l .
Remark 1. There are other natural mixing processes for the
Bernoulli]Laplace diffusion model with more than two urns. One of the
most interesting is the following: At each time, choose a pair of urns at
random, select a ball in each at random, and switch the balls. Then, except
for the case a s a s ??? s a , we obtain a different diffusion model.1 2 m
 .More generally, if p i, j , for 1 F i - j F m, are nonnegative real numbers
 .such that  p i, j s 1, we can consider the diffusion model1F i- jF m
defined by the following mixing procedure: Choose at random two urns
 .with the condition that the probability of choosing urn i and j is p i, j ;
then switch a random ball between each of the chosen urns. We can
suppose that for every pair of urns i, j there exists a ``path'' i s0
 .i, i , . . . , i s j such that p i , i ) 0 for s s 0, . . . , w y 1, so that the1 w s sq1
process ``mixes'' all the model. If T is the set of all transpositions in Si, j N
that move one ball in urn i and the other in urn j, and K is as before, then
this process is described by the probability measure n on S defined byN
 .   ..  < <.  4n g s p i, j r a a K if g g tK : k g K and t g T , for 1 F i - j Fi j i, j
 .m, and n g s 0 for all the others, g g S . Clearly, n is bi-K-invariant andN
y1w  . xsymmetric i.e., ¨ g s n g ; it follows that the Fourier transform of n .
is a self-adjoint operator and so is diagonalizable in a suitable basis for
.the bi-K-invariant functions . However, such diagonalization requires a
deeper development of the harmonic analysis on the algebra of bi-K-
w xinvariant functions on S . The case m s 3 is considered in 16 .N
Remark 2. Let B be the group of all isometries of an N-dimensionalN
w x  .cube. Then 15 S , B is a Gelfand pair and the homogeneous space2 N N
S rB may be identified with the set of all partitions of 2 N elements2 N N
w xinto N unordered pairs. Diaconis 2 studied a natural random walk on
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S rB : at each step two pairs are picked at random and a random2 N N
1element is switched between them. He shows that N log N switches are2
necessary and sufficient to mix the urns. The Fourier transform of the
corresponding measure can be evaluated by the same trick we have used in
this section.
3. UPPER BOUNDS CALCULATIONS
In this section, we restrict our attention to the case a s ??? s a s n1 m
 . w xso N s nm . We assume n, m G 2. As in 3 , for P and Q probability
5 5measures on the space S rK we define the variation distance by P y QN
<  .  . <s sup P A y Q A , where the supremum is over all subsets A of S rK.N
 . < <If U is the uniform probability on S rK, i.e., U x s K rN! for everyN
w xx g S rK, then the upper bound lemma in 3, p. 53 ensures thatN
2 k2 15 5P y U F d Tr m r , .Ã .k r4
where the sum is over all nontrivial irreducible representations of S thatN
occur in the decomposition of the permutation representation of S onN
S rK and d is the dimension of the representation r. For l a partition ofN r
N, define m as the multiplicity of the irreducible representation canoni-l
cally associated to l in such a decomposition the coefficients m arel
given by the so-called Young's rule that will be described and used in the
.  .sequel . Then from 2.1 and the above-mentioned upper bound lemma, it
follows that
2 k2 15 5P y U F m d q l , 3.1 .  .k l l4
 .where q l is as at the end of the last section and the sum is over all
 . jpartitions l s l , . . . , l of N such that  l G jn, for j s 1, . . . , h,1 h is1 i
w xbecause for other partitions m s 0 3, p. 134 .l
 .  .Consider now the term corresponding to l s N y 1, 1 : N y 1 m y
.w   ..x2 k  w x1 1 y 2r n m y 1 . In this case, d s N y 1 3, p. 136 and m sl l
w x.  .m y 1 by Young's rule 3, pp. 138]139 . Using the inequality log 1 y x F
1 2 .  . .yx, it is easy to prove that, for k s n m y 1 log nm q c with c ) 0,4
this term is bounded by eyc and so it decreases exponentially. The rest of
 .this section is devoted to proving that this is the slowest term in 3.1 and
1 all other terms are geometrically smaller than it, and so after k s n m y4
.  2 . 5 51 log nm switches, P y U decreases exponentially fast. Now we recallk
the definition of the majorization order in the set of all partitions of a
w x  .  .fixed integer N 3, p. 131 : if l s l , . . . , l and q s q , . . . , q are1 n 1 s
partitions of N, l G q means that  j l G  j q for j s 1, 2, . . . . Theis1 i is1 i
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 .eigenvalues q l of m are monotone with respect to this order: if l G q ,Ã
 .  . wthen q l G q q . The proof of this fact is like that of Lemma 1 in 3,
x  ..p. 40 . This shows that the largest eigenvalue is q N y 1, 1 s 1 y 2r
  ..  m.. w  m.n m y 1 and the smallest is q n s y1rn where n denotes the
xpartition of nm in m parts of size n . In the proofs of all the lemmas of
this section, we also need the following simple inequality satisfied by the
dimensions of the irreducible representations of the symmetric group: if
 .  .l s l , . . . , l is a partition of N, l s N y j, and l9 s l , . . . , l ,1 h 1 2 h
w xthen 3, p. 40
N
d F d , 3.2 .l l /j
 .We recall that the Young or Ferrers diagram of a partition l s
 .l , . . . , l is the diagram that contains l squares in the first row, l1 h 1 2
squares in the second row, etc. It is also called the Young diagram of
shape l. The notation l & N means that l is a partition of N.
1 2 .  . .LEMMA 1. Let k s n m y 1 log nm q c with c ) 0. Then there4
exists a uni¨ ersal constant a such that1
2 k ycm d q l F a e . . l l 1
 .l : q l F0
  .2 k  . 4  .2 kProof. Whereas max q l : q l F 0 s 1rn and  m d sl& N l l
< <  .  .mS rK s nm !r n! , the sum in the statement is bounded above byN
12 k m 2 .   . .  .  . .nm !r n n! . By Stirling's formula, if k s n m y 1 log nm q c4
 .and c ) 0, the last quantity is asymptotically equal to for nn s N ª `
1r2nmm 2p mn exp y 1r2 n m y 1 c log n .  .  .
mr2 22p n exp 1r2 n m y 1 log n log nm .  .  .  .
and this is smaller than eyc if n G 3 and N is large. This proves the
 2 m r3.lemma for n G 3. Suppose now n s 2. Let q be the partition 3 ; then
 .  .  .q q s 1 y mr3 r m y 1 . We split the sum into two parts, according
1<  . <l G q or not. Whereas q q F , as in the case n G 3 it can be proved3
that
2 k1 2m ! .2 km d q l F . . l l m /3 2 .q l F0
lGq
 . .For k s m y 1 log m q c the right-hand side of this inequality is
asymptotic to
1r2m 2 m2 m 4p m .
exp y2 m y 1 c log 3 .2 m 2my1.log 3e m
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 .and this is smaller than exp yc for m large. This bound the sum over all
2partitions with no more than m squares in the first column of the Young3
diagram. Now let P be the set of all partitions l of N such that the firsth
 .column of the associated Young diagram has h boxes and q l F 0. If
2m G h G m, then the smallest element in P with respect to the ma-h3
 2 my2 h 3hy2 m.jorization order is the partition q s 3 , 2 , to which corre-
sponds the eigenvalue
4m2 y 4mh y 6m q 3h q 3h2
q q s 1 y , .
2m m y 1 .
<  . < <  . <  .and q l F q q if l g P . Moreover, because m F d , using 3.2 withh l l
the first row replaced by the first column we can obtain
4 my2 h2 2 2m .2m 2m2d m F d s 2m y h !F . . l l l9 /  /h h 2m y h ! .lgP l9&2 myhh
 . .From these facts it follows that if m G 4 and k s m y 1 log m q c with
c ) 0, then
m
2 kq l d m .  l l
hs2 mr3 lgPh
m 4 my2 h2
4 my2 hF m exp yc . 2m y h ! .hs2 mr3
23h 3h
= exp y4m q 6 q 4h y y log m /m m
m 4 my2 h2
yc 4F e m 2m y h ! .hs2 mr3
and the last sum tends to zero if m tends to `. This completes the proof of
the lemma.
 w xNow we recall Young's rule for the multiplicities m see 3, p. 138 orl
w x .12, 14 for proofs . If l is a partition of N, the multiplicity m equals thel
 m.number of semistandard tableaux of shape l and type n , i.e., the
number of placements of integers F m into the Young tableau of shape
l, with numbers nondecreasing in rows and strictly increasing down the
columns, such that the number i occurs n times. In particular, for n s 1
we obtain a combinatorial characterization of the dimension d : if l is al
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partition of N, d is equal to the number of standard tableaux of shape l,l
 4i.e., the number of placements of the integers 1, . . . , N into the Young
diagram of l with numbers strictly increasing both in rows and down the
 w x w x.columns see 12 or 14 . This fact was used by Diaconis and Shahshahani
 .to prove 3.1 . If we define Q as the set of all partitions l of N such thatj
 .the greatest part l is equal to N y j and q l is nonnegative, then it is1
not hard to obtain the following bound from the Young's rule:
if l g Q , then m F m j. 3.3 .j l
This will be used in the proof of the following lemma.
1 . LEMMA 2. For e¨ery t g 0, there exists a positi¨ e constant a not28
1 2.  .  . .depending on n or m such that if k s n m y 1 log nm q c with c ) 0,4
then
tmn
2 k ycd m q l F a e . .  l l 2
js1 lgQ j
wProof. We proceed as in the first part of the proof of Theorem 5 of 3,
x  .pp. 41]42 . If j - Nr2, the greatest partition in Q is N y j, j . Becausej
 .q l is a monotone function, it follows that
2 j N y j q 1 .
q l F q N y j, j s 1 y .  . . 2n m m y 1 .
 .  .when l g Q and j - Nr2. Moreover, from 3.2 and 3.3 we deduce thatj
Njd m F m d , l l l /j
lgQ l9&jj
where the last sum is over all the partitions l9 of j. However, such sum
equals the number of involutions in S and is asymptotically equal toj
 . jr2  1r2 ..  1r2 1r4.  w x w x .jre exp j r 2 e see 17, p. 267 and 1, 13 for proofs .
From these facts it follows that there exists a positive constant A such that
for every n, m G 2,
tmn tmn jm nm ! .2 kq l m d F A .  l l mn y j ! j! .js1 lgQ js1j
=
2 kjr2j 2 j nm y j q 1 .
1r2exp j 1 y . . 2 /e n m m y 1 .
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1 2 .w  . xHowever, if k s n m y 1 log nm q c and c ) 0, then4
2 k2 j nm y j q 1 .  . .y1 y nmyj jy1 rnm2 yc 21 y F nm e nm . .  .2n m m y 1 .
Hence to prove the lemma it is sufficient to bound the sum
jr2jy1tmn nm y 1 !m j .  . .y nmyj jy1 rnm1r2 2exp j nm , . .  /nm y j ! j! e .js1
which is smaller than
jr21r2tmn exp j j .  .j jy1 rnm2nm . .  /j! ejs1
In the last sum the ratio between two consecutive terms is
1r2j1 1 1 4 jrnm2exp 1 q nm . .1r2 1r2  /j e j q 1 .j q j q 1 .  .
For j s 1 and nm large this ratio is smaller than q - 1. For j G 2 it is not
2 4 jr nm 1r2’ ’  ..w  . . xgreater than exp 1r 2 q 3 1r j q 1 nm and this, as a
  2 ..function of j, is decreasing if j - nmr 4 log nm and increasing if
  2 ..j ) nmr 4 log nm . So if for both j s 2 and j s tnm the foregoing
 .function is smaller than q - 1, we may bound the sum by 1r 1 y q . It is
true if j s 2 and nm is large. For j s tnm such quantity is not greater
 .y1r2 2 ty1r2 4 ty1r2than 2 t n m , which is smaller than 1 if nm is large,
because t - 1r8. This completes the proof of the lemma.
The following two lemmas give bounds for the remaining part of the
 .sum in 3.1 ; the first lemma is for m fixed and the second for n fixed. In
the proofs of both lemmas we use the following inequality:
j
if l g Q , then q l F 1 y . 3.4 .  .j n m y 1 .
 .The proof is straightforward: if l s l , l , . . . is a partition of N and1 2
l s N y j, then1
N 2 y  l2 q 2 l i y 1 N 2 y N y j N .  .iG1 i iG1 i
q l s 1 y F 1 y . 2 2n m m y 1 n m m y 1 .  .
j
s 1 y .
n m y 1 .
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 .LEMMA 3. Fix t g 0, 1 and m G 2. Then there exists a positi¨ e constant
1 2 .  . .a not depending on n such that if k s n m y 1 log nm q c with c ) 0,3 4
then
 .n my1
2 k ycd m q l F a e . .  l l 3
jstnm lgQ j
Proof. We proceed as in the second part of the proof of Theorem 5 in
w x3, pp. 42]43 . Moreover, following the same path of the preceding lemma,
the proof may be reduced to bounding
2 kjr2 .n my1 nm ! j j .
j 1r2m exp j 1 y .  /  /nm y j ! j! e n m y 1 .  .jstnm
1 2 .  . .for k s n m y 1 log nm q c , c ) 0, and m fixed. However, if j G tnm4
and k has this value, then
2 k 2w  .  .xn my1 log nm r2j j .cn my1 r21 y F 1 y t 1 y . /  /n m y 1 n m y 1 .  .
 .cnmy1. ycand 1 y t is smaller than e if n is large enough. So all we have
to do is to bound the sum
w  .  2 .xjr2 n my1 log nm r2j .n my1 nm !m j j .
1r2exp j 1 y . .  /  /nm y j ! j! e n m y 1 .  .jstnm
The ratio between two consecutive terms is not greater than
2w  .  .xn my1 log nm r21 nmyj m 1 .
exp 1y ,1r2 1r2 1r2 n my1 yj .j q jq1 jq1 .  .  .
which is decreasing as a function of j. The first of these ratios i.e., for
. 1r2 y1rw21yt .x ytrw21yt .xj s tmn is dominated by n n s n and so is less than 1
for n large. So we may bound the sum by nm times the first term, that is,
by
nmtr2nm ! nmt . 1r2nmtmn m exp tnm . /nm 1 y t ! nmt ! e .  .
=
w  .  2 .xn my1 log nm r2tm
1 y . /m y 1
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Using Stirling's formula, it is not hard to see that this tends to zero if n
tends to infinity, and this completes the proof of the lemma.
In the proof of the next lemma we use the following bound for the
w  .x  .multiplicities m which is different from 3.3 : if l s l , . . . , l is al 1 h
partition of nm and l s nm y j, then1
m q j
m F d , 3.5 .l l9 /j
 .where l9 s l , . . . , l . The proof of this fact is simple: To form a2 h
 m.semistandard tableau of shape l and type n we have to choose j
 4numbers in the set 1, . . . , m and every number may be repeated at most
m q j y 1
 .n times. The number of possible choices is smaller than , which is
j
the number of j combinations of an m set with repetitions and this is
m q j
 .smaller than . For each choice of the j numbers, we have to form a
j
semistandard tableau of shape l9. The number of such tableaux is smaller
than d , which is the number of standard tableaux of shape l9. Of course,l9
not all of such semistandard tableaux of shape l9 combine with the first
.row to give a semistandard tableau of shape l. This completes the proof
of the inequality. Now we can present the last lemma of this section.
 .LEMMA 4. Fix t g 0, 1 and n G 2. Then there exists a positi¨ e constant
1 2 .  . .a not depending on m such that if k s n m y 1 log nm q c with4 4
c ) 0, then
 .n my1
2 k ycd m q l F a e . .  l l 4
jstnm lgQ j
 .  .Proof. Using 3.2 and 3.5 we obtain
m q j m q jnm nm2d m F d s j!. l l l9 /  /j j /  /j j
lgQ l9&jj
So
2 k .  .n my1 n my1 j!m q jnm2 kd m q l F j! 1 y . .  l l  /j  /j n m y 1 .jstnm lgQ jstnmj
The rest of the proof consists in bounding the last written sum, and this
may be done as in the previous lemma.
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Collecting together the bounds in Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 on the right side
 .of 3.1 we obtain the upper bound for m fixed:
THEOREM 1. Fix m G 2. Then there exists a positi¨ e constant b not1
1 2 .  . .depending on n such that if k s n m y 1 log nm q c and c ) 0, then4
5 5 yc r2P y U F b e .k 1
The upper bound for n fixed follows from Lemmas 1, 2, and 4:
THEOREM 2. Fix n G 2. Then there exists a positi¨ e constant b not2
1 2 .  . .depending on m such that if k s n m y 1 log nm q c and c ) 0, then4
5 5 yc r2P y U F b e .k 2
We do not know if there exists an upper bound with a constant that is
independent of both m and n. The proof of the existence of such a
constant would require more refined bounds for the multiplicities m .l
4. SOME SPHERICAL CHARACTERS
In this section we use elementary representation theory of the symmet-
ric group to derive some formulas that will be used in the next section to
obtain a lower bound for our process. For every finite set X the scalar
product of two complex valued functions f , f defined on X will be1 2
 :  .defined by f , f s  f x f x . Now we give a definition that .1 2 x g X 1 2
generalizes the concepts of spherical function and of character.
 .DEFINITION 1. Let G be a finite group, K a subgroup of G, r, V a
representation of G, and h the character of r. Then the K-spherical
character h of r is defined byK
1
h g s h gk .  .K < <K kgK
for every g in G.
It is not hard to see that the spherical characters of the irreducible
representations of G form an orthogonal basis for the centre of the
algebra of bi-K-invariant functions on G. The proof of the following
proposition is straightforward:
PROPOSITION 1. Let j , . . . , j be an orthonormal basis for the space of1 h
K-in¨ariant ¨ectors in V. Then the spherical character is gi¨ en by
h
 :h g s r g j , j . .  .K i i
is1
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In the next proposition we compute the spherical character of a permu-
tation representation.
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be a finite group acting transiti¨ ely on a finite set X
and K a subgroup of G. If U , . . . , U are the orbits of K on X, then the1 h
K-spherical character h of the permutation representation of G on X is gi¨ en
by
h 1
< <h g s gU l U . .  i i< <Uiis1
Proof. If x is the characteristic function of the orbit U , then thei i
 < <1r2 .functions j s 1r U x for i s 1, . . . , h, form an orthonormal basisi i i
for the space of K-invariant functions on X. Then from Proposition 1 it
follows that
h h 1
y1 < <h g s j g x j x s gU l U . .  . .  i i i i< <Uiis1 xgX is1
Now we recall some elementary facts from the representation theory of
w xthe symmetric group S 3, pp. 135]136 and 148 . The trivial representa-N
tion of S is denoted by S N .. The space of all complex valued functionsN
 4 Ny1, 1.defined on the set 1, . . . , N is denoted by M ; the space of all
Ny1, 1. N  .functions f g M such that  f i s 0 is invariant and irre-is1
ducible under the action of S and is denoted by S Ny1, 1.. The decomposi-N
tion of M Ny1, 1. into irreducible representations of S is M Ny1, 1. sN
S N . [ S Ny1, 1.. The space of all complex valued functions defined on the
 4  4 4 set i, j : i, j g 1, . . . , N and i / j this is the family of all subsets of
 4 . Ny2, 2.  41, . . . , N of size 2 is denoted by M . For i g 1, . . . , N , define
Ny2, 2.  4q g M as the characteristic function of the set i, j : j gi
 4  44 Ny2, 2.  41, . . . , N _ i . Then the subspace of M spanned by q , . . . , q1 N
is S -invariant, isomorphic to M Ny1, 1., and its orthogonal complement isN
irreducible under the action of S and is denoted by S Ny2, 2.. So we haveN
the following decomposition into irreducibles: M Ny2, 2. s S N . [ S Ny1, N .
[ S Ny2, 2.. Finally, we recall that M Ny2, 1, 1. denotes the space of all
 .  4 4 functions on the set i, j : i, j g 1, . . . , N and i / j this is the set of
 4.ordered pairs of distinct elements of 1, . . . , N . Moreover, there exists an
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irreducible representation of S denoted by S Ny2, 1, 1. such thatN
M Ny2, 1, 1. s S N . [ 2S Ny1, 1. [ S Ny2, 2. [ S Ny2, 1, 1.. Now we want to
compute the K-spherical characters of the preceding representations of
 .S . First some notation: in what follows, A will denote the set h y 1 nN h
4q 1, . . . , hn , i.e., the content of the urn h at the beginning of the process.
 . < <Moreover, we define the functions R on S by R g s gA l A .hk N hk h k
We recall that K is the product S = ??? = S m times, where the hth Sn n n
is the stabilizer of A .h
THEOREM 3. The K-spherical characters of the representations of S onN
M Ny1, 1., M Ny2, 2., and M Ny2, 1, 1. are gi¨ en, respecti¨ ely, by
m1
h s R ,1 hhn hs1
m1 1
h s R R y 1 q R R q R R , .  . 2 hh hh hk k h hh k k2n n y 1 n . hs1 1Fh-kFm
m1 2
h s R R y 1 q R R . . 1, 1 hh hh hh k k2n n y 1 n . hs1 1Fh-kFm
Proof. We derive only the formula for h ; the others can be obtained2
 4  4 4analogously. The orbits of K on the set i, j : i, j g 1, . . . , N : i / j are
 4 4  4given by the subsets U s i, j : i, j g A and U s i, j : i g A andh h h, k h
4 < <   .  . ..j g A with h / k. If g g S , then gU l U s R g R g y 1 r2k N h h h h hk
< <  .  .  .  .and gU l U s R g R g q R g R g . Then the formulah, k h, k h, h k , k h, k k , h
for h follows from Proposition 2.2
COROLLARY. The K-spherical characters of the irreducible representations
of S on the spaces S Ny1, 1., S Ny2, 2., and S Ny2, 1, 1. are gi¨ en, respecti¨ ely,N
by
m1
f s R y 1,1 hhn hs1
m m1 1
2f s R y R 2 hh hhn n y 1 n y 1 . hs1 hs1
1
q R R q R R , . hh k k hk k h2n 1Fh-kFm
m1 1
f s R R y R R y R q 1. . 1, 1 hh k k hk k h hh2 nn 1Fh-kFm hs1
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Proof. From the decomposition of the spaces M Ny1, 1., M Ny2, 2., and
M Ny2, 1, 1. into irreducibles it follows that h s 1 q f , h s h q f ,1 1 2 1 2
and h s h q f q f . From these the formulas of the corollary1, 1 2 1 1, 1
follows easily.
In order to prove the lower bound for the Bernoulli]Laplace diffusion
w xmodel with many urns along the lines of 8 , we need to compute the
w  .x2  .  .2moment  f g m g . Unfortunately, for m G 3, f in generalg g G 1 1
seems not to be a linear combination of 1, f , f , and f . Tedious but1 2 1, 1
elementary calculations in the case m s 3 show this. So we need the
following lemma. We recall that N s nm and n, m G 2.
LEMMA 5. Let c g M Ny2, 2. be the characteristic function of the seth
 4 4i, j : i, j g A , i / j , h s 1, . . . , m. Let s , z , and t be the orthogonalh h h h
projections of c , respecti¨ ely, on S Ny2, 2., S Ny1, 1., and S N .. Then theh
norms of such projections as functions of M Ny2, 2. are gi¨ en by
n n y 1 N y n N y n y 1 .  .  .25 5s s ,h 2 N y 1 N y 2 .  .
2n n y 1 N y n .  .25 5z s ,h N N y 2 .
2n n y 1 .25 5t s ,h 2 N N y 1 .
for h s 1, . . . , m.
Proof. First, we look for a decomposition c s s q v with s gh h h h
S Ny2, 2. and v g M Ny1, 1. of the form v s a q q b , a , b g C toh h ig A ih
be determined we recall that q denotes the characteristic function of thei
 4  4  4.4.set i, j : j g 1, . . . , N _ i . However, c y v belongs to the spaceh h
Ny2, 2.  : S iff c y v , q s 0 for j s 1, . . . , N. If j g A , then c yh h j h h
:  .  .v , q s n y 1 y a n y 1 q N y 1 y b N y 1 and if j f A , thenh j h
 :  .c y v , q s ya n y b N y 1 . From this we can find the values of ah h j
 .  .   ..  . ..and b : a s n y 1 r N y 2 and b s y n n y 1 r N y 1 N y 2 .
Next we look for a decomposition v s z q t with z g S Ny1, 1. andh h h h
t g S N .. Whereas S N . is the space of constant functions in M Ny2, 2., ifh
we denote by 1 the constant function identically 1, then t is the constanth
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function identically equal to
2
 :v , 1hN N y 1 .
2 n y 1 n n y 1 .
 :  :s q , 1 y 1, 1 iN N y 1 n y 2 N y 2 N y 1 .  .  .igAh
n n y 1 .
s .
N N y 1 .
So
n y 1 2n n y 1 .
z s v y t s q y .h h h iN y 2 N N y 2 .igAh
Moreover s can be obtained as a difference s s c y v . Now weh h h h
compute the norms of the preceding projections of c . First, it is clear thath
5 5 2   .. 5 5 2 w  .x2   ..c s n n y 1 r2 and t s n n y 1 r 2 N N y 1 . Moreover,h h
2n y 125 5  :  :z s q , q q 2 q , q h i i i j /N y 2 igA i , jgAh h
i-j
24n 4n
 :  :y q , 1 q 1, 1 j 2N NjgAh
2n n y 1 N y n .  .
s .
N N y 2 .
Finally,
n n y 1 N y n N y n y 1 .  .  .2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5s s c y t y z s .h h h h 2 N y 1 N y 2 .  .
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COROLLARY 1. If m is the probability measure of Sections 2 and 3, then,
for h s 1, . . . , m,
2km* g R g .  . hh
ggSN
2 2n n y 2 q m n n y 1 m y 1 n m y 1 y 1 .  .  .  .
s q
m N y 1 N y 1 N y 2 .  .  .
k 24 N y 1 n m y 1 m q 2n y 4 .  .  .
= 1 y q2 m N y 2n m m y 1  . .
k2
= 1 y .
n m y 1 .
 :  y1 .  .Proof. The matrix coefficient gc , c s  c g x c x , whereh h x g X h h
 4  4 4   .  .X is the set i, j : i, j g 1, . . . , N , i / j , is equal to R g R g yhh hh
..  :  :  :  :1 r2. However, gc , c s gs , s q gz , z q gt , t , whereh h h h h h h h
 .s , z , and t are as in the lemma. Moreover, from 2.1 it follows thath h h
k1 4 N y 1 .kk :gs , s m* g s q N y 2, 2 s 1 y , .  . . h h2 25 5 n m m y 1 .sggS hN
k1 2kk :gz , z m* g s q N y 1, 1 s 1 y , .  . . h h2 n m y 15 5  .zggS hN
1
k :gt , t m* g s 1. . h h25 5tggS hN
 .Finally, again from 2.1 and from the formula for f in the corollary to1
Theorem 3, it follows that
kn m y 1 2
kR g m* g s q n 1 y . .  . hh m m n m y 1 .ggSN
Collecting together all these formulas and Lemma 5, the corollary
follows.
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 .  ..1r2COROLLARY 2. If we define f s N y 1 r m y 1 f , then1
m m n m y 1 y 1 .2 kf g m* g s N y 1 y .  .  .  52 N y 2ggSN
k4 N y 1 .
= 1 y 2n m m y 1 .
km y 2 N y 1 4 .  .
q 1 y
2 n m y 1 .
kN y 1 m y 2 2 .  .
q 1 y q 1.
N y 2 n m y 1 .
Proof. From the corollary to Theorem 3 it is easy to deduce that
m m1 12 2
f s f q f y R q R . .  . 1 2 1, 1 hh hh2 n n y 1n n y 1  . . hs1 hs1
Then using the previous corollary, the formula follows.
5. THE LOWER BOUND
w xFollowing 8 , we prove a lower bound using the normalized spherical
wcharacter f of the last corollary as a random variable. There is a small
w x  .1r2 xmistake in 8 . The normalized spherical function should be 2n y 1 f .1
THEOREM 4. Let P and U be as in Theorems 1 and 2. Then there exists ak
uni¨ ersal positi¨ e constant b such that3
1 12if k s n m y 1 log nm y c with c g 0, log nm , then .  .  . .4 2
5 5 yc r2P y U G 1 y b e .k 3
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 . kProof. The first moment E f of f under m* can be easily computedk
 .using 2.1 :
k21r2kE f s f g m* g s m y 1 N y 1 1 y . .  .  .  .  .k n m y 1 .ggSN
 . kThe variance Var f of f under m* can be computed using the lastk
corollary of the previous section:
km m n m y 1 y 1 4 N y 1 .  .
Var f s N y 1 y 1 y .  .k 2 52 N y 2 n m m y 1 .
km y 2 N y 1 4 .  .
q 1 y
2 n m y 1 .
kN y 1 m y 2 2 .  .
q 1 y
N y 2 n m y 1 .
2 k2
q 1 y m y 1 N y 1 1 y . .  .
n m y 1 .
1 2 .  . .When k s n m y 1 log nm y c with c ) 0, these expressions be-4
come
2c log nm c .
E f s exp q O q O .k  / /2 nm nm
and
2c log nm .
cVar f s 1 q e O q O .k  /  /nm nm
cr2 2nm y 1 m y 2 e log nm c .  .  .
q exp O q O1r2  / /nm nmnm y 2 m n .  .
c 2n m y 1 y 1 e log nm c .  .
y exp O q O . / /nm y 2 nm nm nm .
Thus there exist two universal constants H and H such that for c g1 2
1 1 2 cr2w  .x  .  . .  .0, log nm and k s n m y 1 log nm y c , Var f F H q H e .k 1 22 4
1 cr2w x  <  . < 4If we define, for a g 0, e , A s g g S : f g F a , then bya N2
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Chebyshev's inequality we obtain
22k cr2 cr2m* A F Var f r E f y a F H H q H e r e y a , .  .  .  . .  .a k k 3 1 2
1  .where H is uniformly bounded for 0 F c F log nm . Moreover, from3 2
w xthe orthogonality relations 3, p. 11 it follows that under the uniform
 .probability measure V on S , Var f s 1. Thus from Chebyshev's in-N V
 . 2equality, V A G 1 y 1ra and soa
1 H q H ecr21 2k< <V A y m* A G 1 y y H . .  .a a 32 2cr2a e y a .
1 cr2 kThe theorem follows choosing a s e . Note that V and m* are the2
bi-K-invariant functions on S that correspond to U and P and that AN k a
.is K-invariant.
w x w xRemark 3. In 5 and 6 Diaconis and Saloff-Coste developed compari-
son techniques that give bounds on the eigenvalues of a reversible Markov
 w x .chain in 5 this is a random walk on a finite group in terms of the
eigenvalues of a second chain. In many examples, the comparison chains
w x w xare those studied in 7 and 8 . Because we give a generalization of the two
last cited papers, it would be interesting to obtain results for more
complicated chains using the present paper and the techniques of Diaconis
and Saloff-Coste.
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